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Figure 1 | Interaction graphs for the hand experiment with standard error
bars. a, Labial; b, alveolar.

Figure 3 | Interaction graph for control experiment with standard error
bars. a, Labial; b, alveolar.

more accurate discerning alveolar versus labial stops), and strong
main effects of aspiration 3 airflow (F(1,63) 5 26.095, P , 0.001)
(airflow caused perception of both unaspirated and aspirated stops
as aspirated more often) and aspiration 3 airflow 3 experiment
(F(2,63) 5 7.600, P 5 0.001) (that is, the effect of airflow applied to
the neck and hand experiments, but not to the auditory-only experiment). There was no significant main effect of airflow, or of interaction between airflow and experiment (that is, application of airflow
does not affect overall accuracy of perception of stimuli). No other
significant effects were observed.
To identify whether there were significant interactions between
aspiration and airflow in the hand and neck experiments, but not
the auditory-only experiment, separate analyses of variance with
repeated measures factors of aspiration (aspirated versus unaspirated)
and air puffs (present versus absent) were conducted for both the
alveolar and labial blocks of all experiments. Furthermore, to determine whether these interactions demonstrated augmentation of
aspirated stop perception as well as interference with unaspirated stop
perception, one-way repeated-measures analyses of variance comparing air puffs (present versus absent) were run separately for aspirated
and unaspirated tokens.
Results for the hand experiment showed that the interaction of air
puffs with the perception of aspiration was significant (a5 0.05) for
both the alveolar (F(1,21) 5 17.888, P , 0.001, partial g2 5 46.0%)
and labial (F(1,21) 5 14.785, P , 0.001, partial g2 5 41.3%) blocks
(Fig. 1). Further, the presence of an air puff enhanced correct identification of aspirated tokens (‘pa’ (F(1,21) 5 14.309, P 5 0.001,
partial g2 5 40.5%) and ‘ta’ (F(1,21) 5 8.650, P 5 0.008, partial
g2 5 29.2%)), and interfered with correct identification of unaspirated tokens (‘ba’ (F(1,21) 5 5.597, P 5 0.028, partial g2 5 21.0%)
and ‘da’ (F(1,21) 5 16.979, P , 0.001, partial g2 5 44.7%)).
Results for the neck experiment showed that the interaction of air
puffs with the perception of aspiration was significant for both the
alveolar (F(1,21) 5 5.486, P 5 0.029, partial g2 5 20.7%) and labial
(F(1,21) 5 8.404, P 5 0.009, partial g2 5 28.6%) blocks (Fig. 2).
Further, the presence of an air puff enhanced correct identification of
aspirated tokens (‘pa’ (F(1,21) 5 7.140, P 5 0.014, partial g2 5 25.4%)
and ‘ta’ (F(1,21) 5 6.020, P 5 0.023, partial g2 5 22.3%)) and showed a

weak effect of interference with correct identification of unaspirated
tokens (‘ba’ (F(1,21) 5 3.421, P 5 0.078, partial g2 5 14.0%) and ‘da’
(F(1,21) 5 1.291, P 5 0.269, partial g2 5 5.8%)).
No significant interaction between aspiration and air puffs was
found for the auditory-only experiment (alveolar or labial block,
F(1,21) , 1), confirming that participants could not hear the airflow
or compressor activation (Fig. 3).
Our findings support the hypothesis that the human perceptual
system integrates specific, event-relevant information across auditory
and tactile modalities in much the same way as has been previously
observed in auditory-visual coupling. This effect occurs in perceivers
without previous training or awareness of the task, and at body locations where the effect is unlikely to be reinforced by frequent experience. These results complement recent work showing the involvement
of the somatosensory system in speech perception20, suggesting that
the neural processing of speech is more broadly multimodal than
previously believed. The methods used in this paper represent a model
that will enable future functional imaging studies of passive audiotactile and visuo-tactile integration, as well as behavioural studies of
multi-sensory perception in previously untested populations, including infants and the blind. As these findings describe perceptual
enhancement during passive perception, they imply possible future
directions in audio and telecommunication applications and aids for
the hearing impaired.
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METHODS SUMMARY
Synthetic air puffs. The airflow device consisted of a 3-gallon (11.35-l) Jobmate
oil-less air compressor connected to an IQ Valves on–off two-way solenoid valve
(model W2-NC-L8PN-S078-MB-W6.0-V110) connected to a Campbell
Hausfeld MP513810 air filter, which reduced the sound volume conducted
through the J-inch vinyl tubing. The tubing was passed through a cable port
into the soundproof room and mounted on a microphone boom-stand. The
synthetic puff airflow was quickly turbulent upon leaving the tube, with an
average turbulence duration of 84 ms, compared with 60 ms voice onset time
for our speaker’s average (mean) ‘pa’, and close to the range of voice onset time
of 54–80 ms for English word-onset voiceless (aspirated) stops12. The output
pressure of the synthesized puffs was adjusted so that impact was minimally
perceptible by participants. As such, microphone recordings at 8 cm showed
an average peak relative non-dimensional pressure of 0.023 for the synthetic
puffs, compared with 0.096 for our speaker’s average ‘pa’.
Procedure. In total, we tested 66 participants, 22 for each of the experimental
trials (hand and neck) and the auditory-only trial. Half received the labial (‘pa’,
‘ba’) block first, and half received the alveolar (‘ta’, ‘da’) block first. Within each
block, participants heard 12 practice tokens (six with and six without air puffs)
followed by 16 experimental tokens for each condition (aspirated versus unaspirated, puff versus no puff, randomized), totalling 64 experimental tokens per
block. A custom-built computer program written in Java 1.6 recorded responses
from a customized keypad and presented new tokens 1,500 ms after each response. Half of the participants pressed the left button to indicate an aspirated
response, and half pressed the right button.
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Figure 2 | Interaction graphs for the neck experiment with standard error
bars. a, Labial; b, alveolar.
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